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Definition:Definition:

�� Strong seasonality Strong seasonality -- available only part of the year 
(should be included in the CPI basket but may need a 
special treatments – ILO Resolution ,2003).

�� Weak seasonality  Weak seasonality  -- available throughout the year but 
their prices fluctuate with the time of the year (do not 
require any direct intervention, will be captured in the 
index).



Fixed weights approach:Fixed weights approach:

Allocating fixed annual weights, assuming 
that seasonal products are to be treated in 
the same way as all other products (can be 
Dutot or Jevons averaging depend on the 
formula used for the CPI).



Price Imputation :Price Imputation :
� Carry forward prices:
� (Mostly used) Multiply the last available observed 

price by the amount of price inflation for the most 
similar group of products (higher level aggregates inflation 
is likely to be influenced to a large extant).

� The first month is estimated by a typical or average 
price observed during the in-season period. From the 
second month on is estimated by applying the price 
change for a set of related products or  a product for 
which prices have been observed for the current 
month. 
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Advantage and DisadvantageAdvantage and Disadvantage

� The annual fixed weights will not be 
representative of the monthly consumption 
pattern (can lead to an extreme fluctuation).

� Missing prices are imputed – it’s easy to 
explain and implement and keeps the annual 
basket methodology more or less intact.



Variable weights approach:Variable weights approach:

Allocating variable weights, according to the 
consumption pattern found in the base period.

Can be based on one of two options:

� A seasonal basket at base month prices.
� A seasonal basket at base year prices (rothwell 

index)



Advantage and DisadvantageAdvantage and Disadvantage

� It is conceptually inconsistent with a fixed 
basket index.

� Reflect not only changes in price relatives but 
also changes in consumption baskets.

� Minimize the practice of price imputation.
� Seasonal weights are determined by past 

consumption patterns.



Fixed or Variable weights?Fixed or Variable weights?

If the focus is on:
� Accurate measurement of annual price 

inflation- the problem mostly disappear
� Month-to-month changes - variable weights
� Long-term index changes - annual basket  

and annual expenditure shares

A ‘perfect’ solution does not exist.



Estimation of weightsEstimation of weights
� Determine the yearly average weight per product 

within the COICOP group of seasonal products.
� Determine the out of season months.
� Compute the monthly weights of the in season 

period in an iterative method, which ensures that: 
� Monthly weights per COICOP group are equal each month.
� Weights are zero in out of season periods.
� The average product weight during the year represents the 

annual weights.



Types of index:Types of index:

�� Maximum overlap Maximum overlap -- take into account only 
those observations present in both 
compared month (not recommended due to 
possible chain drift bias).

�� Rolling year indexRolling year index     -- presentation of         
12-month rolling average (an alternative 
method).



Some commonSome common
implementation problemsimplementation problems

� The identification of seasonal items in the 
basket and the corresponding length of the 
seasonal cycle (specially  weakly seasonal).

� The geographical dimension (big countries).

� Lack of well defined seasons.

� Home produced products being replaced with 
imported products when out of season.


